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Heat Recovery 

 

What is waste heat? 

The 2nd law of thermodynamics states that 

for a heat engine operating in a cycle 

producing work between two thermal 

reservoirs at different temperatures (hot 

source and cold sink) – no such engine can 

exist without releasing some heat to the 

cold sink. The release of this heat to the 

cold sink is regarded as waste heat. In the 

diagram to the right, QL would represent 

the waste heat. 

 

Many different process plants operate on 

the principle of heat engines. Common 

applications of heat engines include power 

generation in electric power plants, oil 

refineries, pulp-and-paper mills, steelmaking plants, etc. In the case of electric power generation, 

the hot exhaust gases from the combustion of coal, natural gas, etc. contributes to waste heat.  

Another example of waste heat is the human body rejecting heat to the environment as part of 

the metabolic process. 

 

How is waste heat recovered? 

Waste heat is recovered by using heat exchangers. A heat exchanger is a thermal system that is 

used to transfer heat between two or more fluids. In the case of a heat exchanger that uses two 

fluids, the hotter fluid transfers heat to the colder fluid. Instead of the waste heat being expelled 

to the environment, the waste heat can be passed through a heat exchanger so that its energy 

can be reused to drive other industrial processes in the process plant.  
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Examples of heat recovery: 

Using the previous example of electrical heat 

generation, the simplest type of waste heat 

recovery system is called an economizer. The 

economizer is a heat exchanger that utilizes two 

fluids – high temperature exhaust gas from the 

combustion of fossil fuels in the boiler & low 

temperature boiler feedwater. As the exhaust gas 

passes over the boiler feedwater pipe, it transfers 

heat to the boiler feedwater, raising its 

temperature. Because the boiler feedwater now 

has a higher temperature, it takes less heat from 

the boiler to generate the steam necessary to 

drive the turbine and generate electricity. The 

diagram to the right shows an example of an 

economizer.  

Looking at electric power generation, a very similar waste heat recovery system called an air 

preheater/recuperator is used for the air entering the boiler to be used for combustion. The 

principle is the same – hot exhaust gas is used to preheat the air before it enters the boiler which 

leads to an improvement in boiler efficiency. Because the air is hotter, less fuel is required to 

produce the same amount of steam which reduces costs and improves efficiency.  

 

Heat recovery using pillow plate heat exchangers: 

Pillow plate heat exchangers manufactured by ThermaPlate can also be used as heat 

recovery banks for many different applications. Pillow plate heat exchangers can be placed 

directly parallel with the direction of exhaust flow resulting in heating of the fluid that is flowing 

through the heat exchanger. Because the fluid is now heated by the exhaust gas, it can be used 

as an alternative heat source throughout the process plant. The diagram below shows how pillow 

plate heat exchangers can be used for heat recovery. Pillow plate heat exchangers are also not 

prone to fouling/clogging compared to traditional heat exchangers as the surfaces are extremely 

streamlined, smooth, and without narrow openings. Also, as the exhaust contains water vapor, 

the cooling of the water vapor allows condensate to form on the surface of the pillow plate heat 

exchanger. The condensate continuously washes away any deposits that form on the surface of 

the heat exchanger.  
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Benefits of heat recovery: 

• Heat recovery systems increase the efficiency of the process plant. For any heat engine, 

the thermal efficiency of the heat engine is defined as the net work (WOUT  - WIN) divided 

by the heat input (QH). Heat recovery systems reduce the heat input needed to produce 

the same amount of work, therefore the efficiency of the process plant increases.  

• Because the efficiency of the process plant increases, the energy consumption of the plant 

decreases. This leads to lower plant operating costs as less fuel is needed to produce the 

same amount of work.  

• Implementing a heat recovery system also leads to less dangerous/toxic waste being 

released into the environment which contributes to the elimination of global warming. 

Because heat recovery systems lead to a reduction in heat input (QH), a reduction in waste 

heat (QL) also occurs. Waste heat is generally toxic as the exhaust contains CO2, NOx, 

SOx, and other harmful contaminants.  

 

For additional information, contact a ThermaPlate representative. 


